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BUG BOND SHRIMP

Pepare a pair of JC eyes with UV Resin by putting a drop on the top

eye of the feather and spreading this just over the top eye. Now put an

extra drop in the middle of this to form a little dome. Fix the UV Resin

with the UV torch.

This treatment makes the eye shine and adds a bit of weight to the tip

of the feather that causes them to pulse in the water.

This is also a good way to use up your split JC eyes on other flies.

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and take down to the

barbs tying in lengths of med Silver Wire and flat Holo Silver. wind the

thread back up the hook to opposite the points. Prepare and tie in a

small bunch of Hot Orange Bucktail twice as long as the hook. Tie in

three strands of Pearl Krystal Flash the same length. Prepare and tie in

a bunch of Floro Yellow Arctic Fox half as long as the Bucktail. Wind the

thread to the head binding everything in and trim the waste. Lift up the

tail and wind a tag with the Holo tinsel and then carry on winding this to

the head to form the body. Tie in and trim off the waste. Lift up the tail

again and wind the wire up to the head ribbing the tag and the body.

Tie in tightly and trim the waste. Tie in a long fibred Flame or Bright

Red Badger cock hackle by the tip, the hackle should extend beyond

the hook. Double it and wind 4 turns. Take some turns of thread tight up

to the base to slope it backwards. Tie in your prepared pair of Jungle

Cock eyes. Form a neat head and whip finish. Now apply a coat of

superglue and when dry several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a

smooth shiny head.

Hook - Silver Double

Thread - Fire Orange

Tag - Silver Wire

          Silver Holo

Tail - Hot Orange Bucktail

         Pearl Krystal Flash

         Yellow Arctic Fox

Rib - Silver Wire

Body - Silver Holo

Hackle - Flame Badger cock

Eyes - Jungle Cock UV blobbed




